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Essentials  
Photography is an international language! Photography mirrors your 
soul. It’s immensely powerful, as a force for good or evil. Think about 
how your subject matter will change your life and the world around 
you! If you want a quick overview of the essentials… fill the frame, 
rule of thirds, golden ratio, and lighting during the golden hour, you 
can find them here.  Famous photographers, give the universal 
advice, bring your camera everywhere. Never stop shooting! 
Fortunately, for film makers, the concepts of composition, posing and 
lighting apply to film making too. One of the techniques that 
separates the legends is that they imitate the masters before them, 
and innovate with new ideas. 

Think of an idea. Photograph it, film it! Think about an idea that 
inspires you. Infuse your ideas into the world. Inspired by Disney? 
Disney created his dream, creating Mickey Mouse, and that idea grew 
into Disneyland, which turned into the empire of entertainment we 
have today. Nothing is impossible. The key idea is to find the 
ingenious idea within yourself. 

https://www.artifactuprising.com/photography-tips
http://www.oscars.org/


INVENTION OF THE CAMERA 

Camera Obscura 

Camera Obscura, is an image projected on a surface, the invention or 
discovery that enabled the camera to exist. Mozi is credited with it 
originally and Aristotle elaborated on his ideas. As the sands of time 
came to be, Nicéphore Niépce captured the projected image, 
creating the first photograph. 

Notable user: Leonardo da Vinci  
Invented by: Mozi 

Camera Obscura illustrated in an unknown Italian manuscript. 

http://www.apple.com
https://qz.com/953783/our-cult-of-genius-is-blinding-us-to-true-genius-all-around-say-leonardo-da-vincis-biographers/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mozi


Poses for Styled Photoshoots 
Engagement /// Wedding 

Romantic 

1. Blowing kiss 
2. Bride with closed eyes, resting head on grooms chest 
3. Walking away while glancing back  

Aesthetic 

1. Palms to the sky for the bride, with serious groom behind 
2.   Twisting hair and biting lip 
3.   Bride holding up dress and gracefully moving towards groom, sea or entrance 

Classic 

1. Toast with cake 
2.   Bride touching cheek 
3.   Dress blowing in the breeze 

Party 

Add the party guests behind the couple! For the guests… 

1. Everyone touching 
2. Everyone laughing 
3. Everyone throwing up their arms 



for Couples 

Engagement 

Fun  

1. Explorer: looking off into the distance 
2. Cowboy: guns for guys, lassos for girls 
3.   Laughing, tickling, looking at each other 

Sexy 

1.    Eating fruit 
2.    Fiancé doing come hither gesture  
3.    Fiancé giving coy look 

Ceremonial 

1. Detail of engagement ring on bride-to-be’s finger 
2.   Touching feet, hands, heads 
3.   Presenting ring 

Wedding 

Formal  

1. Fingers touching, bride doing ballerina spin 
2. Holding hands 
3. Looking in each other’s eyes 

Hug 

1. Bride sneaking up from behind 
2. Grooms arms around bride’s waist 
3. Bride nuzzles cheek or pulls tie & groom looks at camera 

Kiss 

1. Eskimo kiss 
2. Nuzzle  
3. Lips 



Model Poses 

Girls 

Standing 

1. Foot up on wall, looking down with head, up with eyes 
2. Hand on hips, head over shoulder 
3. Biting lip 

Sitting 

1. Legs crossed 
2. Leaning foward 
3. Kicking leg up 

Sideways 

1. Tossing hair 
2. Frontwards on floor, hands resting on cheek 
3. On side, smiling 

Guys  

Standing  

1. Hands in pocket  
2. Folded arms 
3. Detail of pulling tie 

Sitting 

1. One arm up, one leg up 
2. Hand laying on wrist  
3. Hand laying on ankle, hand laying on wrist 

Sideways 

1. Fixing hair with fingers 
2. Michael Jackson album style 
3. For more view Katelyn’s poses here! 

https://katelynjameseducation.com/photog-freebies/


Engagement Poses 
5 Essential Poses 
by Karl Moore 

Separated  

Side hug

Prom



Back to back  (plus define the face)

Face to face 

https://www.creativelive.com/class/think-10k-wedding-photographer-scott-robert-lim/lessons/portrait-posing-techniques


L I G H T I N G  

Lighting Theory 

Why not embrace natural light? Light from the sun! You can 
photograph during the golden hour with the sun behind, and a touch 
off to the side, of your subject. Do it and you will have tremendous 
lighting, that man-made lighting cannot complete with, in my view. 
Jose Villa is a photographer who use this technique all the time. You 
can also photograph the subject under sunlight, if they are in a 
shadow. Think about finding a golden hour app for your phone! 

Leonardo da Vinci thought it’s good to study before engaging in an 
endeavor. So, you can always research your favorite photographers 
and see what they are doing. Emily Soto uses modified Rembrandt 
lighting by adding another light directly above the subject for a more 
diffused light. All of these lighting setups can be modified to be less 
extreme with the use of reflectors or fill lights. She also does polaroid 
transfers, creating beautiful fluid colors. Just experiment, find styles 
you enjoy. Remember the inverse square law! 

Photographers combine different lighting techniques, all the time. For 
example, you can have a candle lit scene with light coming down 
through a window, so it’s practical lighting and Rembrandt lighting all 
at once. Think about moving around your model as you photograph 
with these lighting setups for new perspectives on old ideas. 

http://josevillablog.com
http://www.emilysoto.com


Lighting Equipment 

According to this, the best photography equipment you can invest in 
is a heavy metal tripod and a good century stand. If you put 
expensive lighting on a flimsy stand, it will knock over and ruin your 
equipment, the one time you forget to be careful. 

Considering that the fresnels of old Hollywood and modern strobes 
fetch thousands, you have to wonder if it is worth the investment. 
Why not embrace Kubrick’s idea of practical lighting? For practical 
lighting, the lighting and set design merge into one. Candles, holiday 
lights, illuminated floors, etc.  

As far as lighting goes, describing images seems a waste of time, so 
here are example photos from each kind of lighting and each kind of 
lighting modifier. 

Softbox: Marc Hayden 
Softbox plus window light: Thomas Whiteside  
Softbox plus natural light: Bharat Sikka  
Beauty Dish: Melissa Rodwell 
Ring Light: Dani Diamond 
Fresnel plus natural light: Patrick Demarchelier  
Strobes  various modifiers: Mark Seliger 
Umbrella: Charles Moore Jr. 
Practical Light: Muravnik 

https://www.learnfromjoeyl.com/
http://robertmitchellphotography.com/rmp/comparing-7-common-light-modifiers/#image-switcher%7C6
https://fstoppers.com/bts/getting-most-out-your-modifiers-49112
https://fstoppers.com/bts/getting-most-out-your-modifiers-49112
http://www.marchayden.co.uk
http://www.thomaswhiteside.com/#/taylor-swift-homepage/
http://www.julianmeijer.com/bharat-sikka/
https://www.jointhebreed.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=97&v=Lq730qNV96c
https://www.instagram.com/p/BScGM2mAskx/?taken-by=patrickdemarchelier
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwe_08FOc50
https://www.flickr.com/photos/101567669@N02/16241429302/in/album-72157647573625354/
http://muravnik.com/


Types of Lighting 

Paramount lighting: Light directly above and in front of the subject 
Loop lighting: Paramount lighting modified by a slight side angle 
Rembrandt lighting: Light coming in from 45 degrees above 
Split lighting: Light coming in directly on one side of the model 
Back lighting: Light coming from directly behind the subject 
Rim lighting: Light outlining the hair, usually achieved by back lighting 
Short light: Light that creates shadows on the near side of the face 
Broad light: Light that creates shadows on the far side of the face 
Badger light: Light coming from both sides diagonally behind 
Abstract light: Light patterns from stained glass, old key locks, etc. 
Flat light: Light on a cloudy day 
Frontal light: Light directly level and in front of your subject 
Clamshell lighting: A two light combo of Frontal and Paramount 
High-Key lighting: Bright lighting with little or no shadows 
Low-Key lighting: Dark and shadowy, the opposite of High-Key 
Practical light: Light coming from props in the scene 
Golden hour: Diffused light from the sun at sunrise and sunset 

Paramount lighting is also called Butterfly lighting. 



Cameras 
100 types of cameras and beyond are listed by encyclopedias, going 
as far as holographic cameras, but for photographers most people 
think of… Essentially five types of cameras dominate world so far, all 
coming from the camera obscura method. Photographic history 
mirrors architecture in a sense, with pyramids giving rise to castles, 
which gave way to villas and modern apartments. The finest stand the 
test of time, but modern eras hold the keys of convenience. 

A frequent adage is, it’s not the camera, it’s the photographer! It’s 
both. What happens when you give a professional photographer a 
toy camera? You can watch what happens in the cheap camera 
challenge here. You might not have a vintage film camera and three 
point fresnel lighting, but you can start with your phone, because 
that’s how all the legends started, making the most of what they had. 
At first all you have is your talent, and you don’t get talented 
overnight, you work for it! The message is this, use what you have, 
and if all you have is a bread superman camera, so be it! 

What is the best camera in the world? The one in your hand. But 
technically the best, except in terms of speed, are film view cameras. 
This is because they have the largest sensor, which gives the the 
highest possible resolution and film gives the widest color range 
available today. Good things take time, and even today, when fine art 
photography has sped up the time it takes to create art considerably, 
it’s still the slowest cameras, and most patient photographers who 
create the best images.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_camera_types
http://www.atlasobscura.com/places/holographic-studios-inc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDAnNjRJxOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDAnNjRJxOQ


PRIMARY CAMERA TYPES 

1 | Point and shoot 
2 | Instant 
3 | 35mm  
4 | Medium Format  
5 | View  

P O I N T  A N D  S H O O T 

Popular Brands: Apple, Samsung, Kodak 

Point and shoot, including camera phones, have the advantage of 
being cheap, easy and fast. And they are by far the most portable. 

Notable camera: Apple iPhone 

Why? The world’s most popular camera! 

Example photographer: Mal de Mar 

I N S T A N T   

Popular Brands: Fuji, Polaroid 

Instant cameras! The magic of having a photo develop before your 
eyes. When the invention was perfected by Land, they were a 
revolutionary idea… a camera, developing studio, and print lab all-in-
one. After shutting down the manufacture of Polaroid film, it was 
revived by Polaroid Originals, originally, the Impossible Project. 

http://www.huhmagazine.co.uk/3235/iphone-the-worlds-most-popular-camera
https://www.instagram.com/maldemar/
https://magazine.the-impossible-project.com/


Notable cameras: Land Camera, SX-70  

Why? The first Polaroid Camera and the first fully-automatic Polaroid! 

Example photographer: Co Rentmeester 

3 5 m m   

Popular Brands: Canon, Nikon, Leica 

35mm cameras are what the majority of photographers have used 
since Leica popularized the rangefinder format in the 1920’s. 35mm 
and cropped image sensor cameras are good for all the basics… f-
stop, shutter speed, ISO, strobes and off camera flash, etc.   

Notable Camera: Leica Null Series 

Why? World’s Most Expensive Camera at $3 million dollars! 

Example photographer: Steve McCurry 

M E D I U M  F O R M A T 

Popular Brands: Contax, Mamiya, Hasselblad 

Medium format cameras are my personal favorite offering high quality 
and portability. They’re favored in editorial and fashion photography 
and by many high end wedding photographers featured in magazines 
such as Belle Lumière.  Medium format cameras are the choice of 
perhaps the world’s most famous Vogue photographer Annie 
Leibovitz.  

https://www.wired.com/2008/02/dayintech-0221/
http://time.com/3502581/early-polaroids-a-photographer-plays-with-the-sx-70/
http://time.com/3502581/early-polaroids-a-photographer-plays-with-the-sx-70/
http://www.theverge.com/2012/5/14/3019102/worlds-most-expensive-camera-leica-null-serie-0-series
http://www.americanphotomag.com/interview-steve-mccurry-street-photography-and-change#page-3
http://Belle%20Lumi%E8re
http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2008/10/annie_excerpt200810
http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2008/10/annie_excerpt200810


Notable Camera: Mamiya RZ67 

Why? Captured the most viewed photograph of all time! 

Example photographer: Nastia Vesna 

L A R G E  F O R M A T   

Popular Brands: Horseman, Wista 

Large format cameras, including field and view cameras, require a 
tripod. If you want to print out a detailed, life size photo of someone, 
on glass, this is how to do it. Either way, they are heavy, slow 
focusing, and expensive to use, but they allow you to take print size 
polaroids with a polaroid back. Because of the enormous size of the 
negative, they offer the highest quality image you can get from a 
photo. Adams, Crewdson and Karsh chose them for their unsurpassed 
tonal range and museum quality imagery. Technology still can’t 
replicate the color range of film, and film scanners have a wider color 
range than the sensors in a digital camera. The images you see from 
these cameras on the internet do reflect the full quality, because the 
files sizes are too massive.  

Notable Cameras: The Time Machine, The Mammoth Camera of 
Lawrence  

Why? World’s largest wet plate camera currently making photos, plus 
it’s a van. World’s largest camera of its time. Currently, the biggest 
large format cameras are a function of observatories and are used for 
astrophotography.  

http://time.com/59521/windows-xp-desktop-photo-bliss-explained/
http://www.nastiavesna.com/home
http://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/top-10-most-famous-photographers-of-all-time/
http://theredlist.com/wiki-2-16-860-897-1107-view-existentialism-1-profile-crewdson-gregory.html
http://precise-moment.com/2015/02/09/top-25-famous-photographers-cameras/
https://vimeo.com/64075461
https://www.lomography.com/magazine/246893-george-lawrences-mammoth-camera-from-1900
https://www.lomography.com/magazine/246893-george-lawrences-mammoth-camera-from-1900


Example photographer: Massimo Vitali 

In case you were curious about the exact cameras the example 
photographers are famous for being seen with, here’s the list, plus 
extra notable photographers using the same camera. 

Apple iPhone: Mal de Mar 
SX-70:  Co Rentmeester, David Hockney 
Nikon FM2: Steve McCurry 
Contax 645: Ana Lui, Jen Huang, Jose Villa, Kate Holstein, Kurt 
Boomer, Nastia Vesna, Molly Zaidman, Laura Gordon, Erich McVey 
Mamiya RZ67 & Pentax 67:  Annie Leibovitz, Tim Walker, Christian 
Watson 
4 x 5 View Cameras: Knorr, Tomobolini 
Massive View Cameras: Mocafico, Marcel Christ, Massimo Vitali 

Knowledge of camera and lens types  

Format 
35mm |   645   |       67       |    4×5    |   8×10 

Focal length equivalents 
50mm | 80mm |   110 mm  | 180mm | 360mm 

Lens Specialities for 35mm Cameras 

18mm Architecture | 50mm All Purpose | 85mm Portraits  

105mm Headshots | 300mm Wildlife | 1500mm Astrophotography  

http://www.massimovitali.com/
https://www.instagram.com/maldemar/
http://time.com/3502581/early-polaroids-a-photographer-plays-with-the-sx-70/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/seven-famous-photographers-who-used-polaroids-97986365/
http://whouseswhatcamera.com/2011/09/09/what-equipment-did-steve-mccurry-use-for-his-afghan-girl-photo/
http://www.analuiphotography.com/blog/
https://jenhuangblog.com/
http://josevillablog.com
http://www.kateholstein.com/weddings/the-meadowwood,-napa/1
http://kurtboomer.com/blog/
http://kurtboomer.com/blog/
http://www.nastiavesna.com/home
https://www.mollyzaidman.com
http://lauragordonphotography.com
http://www.erichmcvey.com/blog/
http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2008/10/annie_excerpt200810
https://www.timwalkerphotography.com/portraits
https://www.1924.us
https://www.1924.us
https://www.yatzer.com/karen-knorr-india-song
http://www.close-my-eyes.com/product/luca-tombolini/
https://www.guidomocafico.com/work/roses/
http://marcelchrist.com
https://www.wefolk.com/artists/massimo-vitali
http://www.toyoview.com/LensSelection/lensselect.html


Film 

Wedding Photography Film Techniques 

Tec Petaja is an inspiring wedding photographer who poses couples 
by directing a scenario and letting the events unfold naturally. The 
light style of film is popular with editorial wedding photographers. 
The if i made fine art film photographers do this by overexposing Fuji 
film by a couple extra stops and shooting with a wide open aperture 
for a creamy bokeh quality. Editorial wedding photographers nearly 
always shoot in natural light, with diffused sunlight behind the 
models. Carmencita film lab demonstrates film exposures here! 

Editorial Styling  

Beyond the camera, it helps if your photos are romantically styled by 
yourself or duos such as Pearl & Godiva. To style photos yourself, one 
method is a styling board or canvas, combined with natural light on 
objects normally found indoors, the invitations, rings and cake. 

Photographers  

Here’s a sampling of the famous high-end wedding photographers 
embracing the film look with a shallow depth of field. 

Erich McVey 
Molly Zaidman  
Ana Lui  
Jen Huang  
Nastia Vesna  

http://www.ifimade.com/photography-with-tec-petaja/course-home
http://www.ifimade.com/
https://carmencitafilmlab.com/how-exposure-affects-film/
http://www.pearlandgodiva.com/exhibit/
http://www.erichmcvey.com/blog/
https://www.mollyzaidman.com
http://www.analuiphotography.com
http://jenhuangphoto.com/
http://www.nastiavesna.com/home


Film Labs 

Film labs that consistently appear in editorial film photographers 

work. 

Photovision 
The Find Lab 
Carmencita Film Lab 
Richard Photo Lab 
Negative Lab 
 

Scoop up my film presets here! 

http://photovisionprints.com
https://thefindlab.com
https://carmencitafilmlab.com
http://www.richardphotolab.com
https://www.negativelab.co
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xs7_iZVtkt4gM0geAKbTIm3fBYKJuIRK


Artistic Principles of Photography 
COLOR 

#  
Leonardo da Vinci /// Goethe /// Me 



Once you’ve mastered the technical aspects of your camera, think 
color palettes! 

Here’s a wonderful article about analogous colors, complimentary and 
split complimentary colors, as well as the basics like primary, 
secondary and tertiary colors. Keep in mind that the terms are specific 
to each color wheel. Many types of color wheels exist. Analogous 
colors on one color wheel could end up being complimentary colors 
on another. 

Art teachers usually teach that the primary colors are red, yellow and 
blue. They teach it in kindergarten, and even in computer science at 
NYU. Isaac Newton taught, that the primary colors are Red, Orange, 
Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple and Indigo. This is because he based 
them on the color spectrum from a prism, not acrylic paints. In truth, 
all color comes from light. Color is a wavelength of light. Beyond that, 
color is subjective, and everyone sees it differently. 

Popular Views on Primary Color 

Isaac Newton’s Primary Colors… 
Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple and Indigo. 
Goethe’s Primary Colors… 
Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple. 
Mrs. Apples Primary Colors… 
Red, Yellow, Blue. 
Wikipedia’s Primary Colors… 
Primary colors are subjective and therefore do not exist. 
Webster’s Primary Colors… 
Primary colors are subjective colors that make secondary and tertiary 
colors. 

http://burnettsboards.com/2013/05/how-to-create-color-palettes/
http://burnettsboards.com/2013/05/how-to-create-color-palettes/
http://burnettsboards.com/2013/05/how-to-create-color-palettes/
https://cs.nyu.edu/courses/fall02/V22.0380-001/color_theory.htm
https://cs.nyu.edu/courses/fall02/V22.0380-001/color_theory.htm


COLOR TERMS 

Tint: Making a color lighter using white 
Shade: Making a color darker with black 

Hue: The colors as they shift on the spectrum 
Value: How light or dark a color is, in terms of luminosity 

And now for some inspiration! 
 Foods arranged by color! 

http://wrightkitchen.com/


M A R K E T I N G 

Here are some key phrases. 

One of the perks of being an entrepreneur is that you can waste time 
marketing a constant barrage of advertising. Lucky for you, no one 
even minds, if they enjoy the advertisements. Jasmine Star’s media 
marketing packet comes in handy! 

Why to Speak and Dress Professionally  

A key part of marketing is to create the illusion that you’re a classy 
photographer, who speaks and dresses professionally. 

You love pajamas, but don’t let your prestigious clients know! Never 
let them know! If all you do is eat Lucky Charms in footy pajamas, as 
you apply presets to everything, everyday of the week, that’s fine. 
But, you arrive as a classy photographer! You have an image to 
maintain. Many images! You go to that event in a black tie and they 
think you’re classy too. Classy people have integrity. Dress well, but 
never wear a tuxedo and outshine the groom! Perception becomes 
reality. Of coarse, you get more gigs! 

Internationally famous photographers on photography. 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/59039445095962852/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/JST/Business+Opt+In+Social+Media+Marketing.pdf?inf_contact_key=417f4801c5f131d71e0dd6e3a5a755325395374990df40744a1d5039036512df
https://s3.amazonaws.com/JST/Business+Opt+In+Social+Media+Marketing.pdf?inf_contact_key=417f4801c5f131d71e0dd6e3a5a755325395374990df40744a1d5039036512df
https://www.milkbooks.com/blog/photo-wisdom/


Web Design for Marketing Photography 

Intergalactic  

For this website it’s simply the free Intergalactic theme. Squarespace 
is a good place to start your portfolio, and Pixieset offers proofing 
galleries. Most high end wedding photographers make or hire 
professionals to create a Wordpress website. Excellent example 
themes and key commands to speed them up are below.  

Aesthetic Themes 

Terra Blossom 
The Design Space Co.  
Flothemes  

Apple Key Commands 

Command K /// Add link 
Command S /// Save  
Command C /// Copy 
Command V /// Paste  
Command Z /// Undo 

Go on Love’s, The Design Space Co. and you will find everything you 
could ever desire to know about professional web design, a plethora 
of free design knowledge. Find my contact form template below! 

https://wordpress.com/theme/intergalactic
https://wordpress.com/theme/intergalactic-2
https://www.squarespace.com/templates
https://karlsphotography.pixieset.com
http://www.elihubogan.com
https://redmetyellow.com/collections/squarespace-website-templates/products/terra-blossom-squarespace-template-expert-install
https://thedesignspace.co
https://flothemes.com
https://thedesignspace.co/


F O R  W E D D I N G   I N Q U I R I E S  

CLASSIC 
WE ARE 
GETTING MARRIED AT 
BY 
OUR WEDDING IS GOING TO TAKE PLACE ON 
WE ARE MOST EXCITED ABOUT 
OUR IDEAL PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTION IS 
MEMORY WE DESIRE THE MOST 
GET IN TOUCH 
*This form is inspired by Nadia Meli’s contact form. 

http://nadiameli.com/contact


TECHNIQUES 
E D I T I N G /// E S S E N T I A L S 

Batch Edit /// Applying the same look a bunch of photos at once 

Dodging and burning /// Brighting or darkening, called burning, areas of the photo 

Airbrushing /// Changing part of the photo, exposure, color, etc, with the brush tool 

Presets /// Customize them yourself or go with third-party presets 

J-Trick /// Press J in Photoshop for the spot removal tool, Lightroom flashes highlights 

Color space /// Go for ProPhoto RGB instead of sRGB for the wider color range 

Curves /// Changes the saturation or color spectrum of an image 

Split toning /// Changing the colors of highlights, mid-tones, and shadows 

RAW /// Uncompressed digital photos offering the widest color range 

JPEG /// Compressed images, if you drag and drop RAW files they turn into JPEG 

Videos for all of the above below 

Photoshop | Capture One | Luminar | Lightroom | Visual Supply Co.  

P E R S O N A L /// T E C H N I Q U E S 

One of my techniques for editing photos is split toning, for more psychedelic colors 
than in camera. For clients, my workflow is to batch edit with Mastin Labs or my own 
Lightroom presets inspired by Fuji film and Maarten Schrader. For keepers, it’s nice to 
airbrush with the brush tool. You can also use liquify. You need a consistent look for 
your photos to look good together, so edit your entire photoshoot the same way! 
Here’s how to do floating and clone photos, plus cinemagraphs! 

https://www.modernmarket.co/collections/online-classes/products/enlightened-lightroom-education-lightroom-presets
https://www.floatinglightsphoto.com/dodge-burn-non-destructively-using-curves/?v=7516fd43adaa
https://www.floatinglightsphoto.com/dodge-burn-non-destructively-using-curves/?v=7516fd43adaa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QirKbDGoaM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MjGGLL4F2A0
https://www.buzzfeed.com/peggy/incredibly-simple-photoshop-hacks-everyone-should-know?utm_term=.grAGyl40K#.pxlB8a2Yk
https://fstoppers.com/pictures/adobergb-vs-srgb-3167
https://www.mastinlabs.com/blog/the-j-trick-easily-fix-your-digital-photo-and-film-scans-in-lightroom/
https://lightroomhero.com/learning-split-toning-lightroom/
https://froknowsphoto.com/category/podcasts/
https://froknowsphoto.com/the-i-shoot-raw-look/
https://www.floatinglightsphoto.com/focus-wednesday-video-tutorials-for-photoshop/?v=7516fd43adaa
https://www.youtube.com/user/CraigBeckta/videos?view=0&shelf_id=2&sort=dd
https://skylum.com/luminar
https://fstoppers.com/search?t=articles&k=Lightroom#gsc.tab=0&gsc.ref=articles&gsc.q=Lightroom&gsc.page=1
http://vsco.co
https://www.mastinlabs.com/about/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xs7_iZVtkt4gM0geAKbTIm3fBYKJuIRK
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xs7_iZVtkt4gM0geAKbTIm3fBYKJuIRK
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFG81559PsBDUalry6nUMMw/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqK2dk03oA4&t=625s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAIM5vJ8ulM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0okrNXWr5hw&t=573s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtGk6eX7Me0&t=201s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dD_yeVMUzo&t=3s


Philosophy of Photography 
“If you wish to be a writer, write.” Epictetus  

Time is money. It’s wise to do everything you can in camera. 

Travel light. One of Slim Aarons tricks photographing the rich and 
famous around the world was to travel light. He often carried little 
more than his camera and tripod. Mal De Mar travels even lighter, 
embracing the minimalism of iphoneography.  

Be intuitive. Remain open minded, take shots of the same scene in 
three different ways. If you think you have the best possible photo 
immediately, you might be surprised. Find eight more tips here.  

Photograph everything. If you take lots of photos everyday, you will 
improve quickly. Think about what you wish to photograph. 
Eventually, you'll run out of interesting subject matter, unless you 
challenge yourself to make it interesting. As Peter Beard said, 
"Photography is subject matter.” 

Master your style. Embrace a design for the entire shoot, so, you have 
a flowing stream of photos.  

Be innovative. Find inspiration by expanding upon the legends in the 
making. The ziplock bag trick! Take a ziplock bag washed up by the 
sea and you are ready for the most frugal and ingenious camera trick 
of all time …the Soft Focus Trick.  

Change the pose. Throw in the squinch! 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/13852.Epictetus
http://jointhebreed.com/slim-aarons-continual-classic/
http://www.maldemar.com/category/traveldiaries
https://www.instagram.com/cucinadigitale/
https://www.artifactuprising.com/photography-tips/travel-photography
https://www.milkbooks.com/blog/photo-wisdom/james-mollison/
https://youtu.be/79rBPHCoFtE
https://youtu.be/79rBPHCoFtE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff7nltdBCHs


Inspiration  

Pearl & Godiva 
Mocafico 
Laura Gordon 
Marcel Christ 
& the incomparable  
Massimo Vitali 

A  B O O K  B Y  K A R L  M O O R E

http://www.pearlandgodiva.com/
http://guidomocafico.com/dollars.html
http://lauragordonphotography.com/
http://marcelchrist.com/
http://www.massimovitali.com/beyond-the-sea/
https://karlsphotography.format.com

